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WHAT'S NEW IN TECHNICAL PROCESSING
Thomas H. Lee

I. American Library Association/Committee on Cataloging Asian and African
Materials (ALA/CCAAM) meeting in San Francisco, and related activities
A. The year 1983 is set as target for automating East Asian scripts

The year 1983 has been set as the target implementation year of the LC/RLG
project for automating East Asian scripts. By then all of the Library of
Congress cataloging for East Asian vernacular materials will be done on
line in the database of the Research Libraries Group's network RLIN (Research
Libraries Information Network). This was announced by Alan Tucker, RLG's
Associate Director of Library Systems, at a meeting of the ALA Committee on
Cataloging: Asian and African Materials (CCAAM) on June 30, 1981 during the
ALA Annual Conference in San Francisco. Tucker was referring to the
agreement signed between LC and RLG on November 30, 1979 under which LC
and RLG will cooperate in developing the capability to enter, manage, store,
transmit, and output bibliographic records containing East Asian scripts in
MARC compatible format, cataloged according to AACR 2 rules. On its part,
RLG has recently selected one of several competing vendors who will supply
the input and output hardware and software, and a character set which can
handle about 20,000 characters in the form of Chinese characters, Japanese
kana, and Korean hangul (More about this in Item 2 below: New terminals
for East Asian scripts). This has set the stage for RLG's experimenting
with on-line acquisition and cataloging next year and for the eventual
input into RLIN of all East Asian vernacular cataloging done by LC and
other RLG m e m b e r l i b r a r i e s in 1983.
Tucker was one of three speakers invited by CCAAM to talk about automation
of nonroman scripts. Margaret Fung, former Library Director of the National
Taiwan Normal University and now a Ph.D. candidate in library science at the
Indiana University, reported on the development of the Chinese MARC in Taipei.
Pierre A. MacKay, Professor of Classics, Near Eastern Languages and Compara
tive Literature, and Computer Science of the University of Washington,
Seattle, spoke of automation of Arabic. According to Fung, Taipei has de
veloped the "machine-independent Chinese MARC format and Chinese Character
Codes for information interchange," based on international standards with
special features for meeting the needs of non-Chinese speaking environments.
Computer-generated catalog cards, in vernacular Chinese and with ISBD punctu
ation, will be produced in Taiwan for local distribution in October 1981.
The Chinese MARC tapes will be available for purchase or exchange in 1982.
Automation of Arabic, according to R-rof. MacKay, is still at the stage of
developing a basic character set and a coding standard, a project he himself
is working on, as well as a number of computation centers in the Middle East
such as the Saudi Arabian Standard Organization, in coordination with the
International Standardization Organization, Technical Committee 46 (ISO/TC46).
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In a separate series of meetings, scheduled for the ALA Committee on Cata
loging/Description and Access (CCDA) on June 27 and 29, various cataloging
issues were discussed. CCDA has a charge to review all cataloging rule
revision proposals and to form official ALA positions on them. Therefore the
committee spent a large portion of its time discussing rule change proposals,
most of which came from LC. The changes proposed were not drastic, but were
primarily clarifications or extensions of the AACR 2 rules to cover more
cataloging situations. For example, among the LC proposals, there were
suggestions to modify Rule 25.2A to prescribe more situations for using uni
form titles; add an "f" paragraph to Rule 21.1B2 which reads: "cartographic
materials when a corporate body is responsible for the intellectual content,
design, and creation of the materials," so as to give basis in the code for
maps to be entered under corporate bodies; extend Rule 22.24 to cover also
Vietnamese names; and change Rule 22.27D to retain the father's title in
a Malay name instead of dropping it. Perhaps the most controversial topic
was how to catalog microforms which are reproductions of previously existing
works. The committee voted to endorse the LC proposal of providing an
option in AACR 2 for describing microforms of printed books and serials
based on the bibliographic characteristics of the original. This endorsement
and all of the rule revision proposals approved by CCDA were forwarded to the
Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR for consideration. In addition,
CCDA endorsed the final report of its Task Force on the ISBD Five-Year Review
which contains recommendations concerning the implementation of the ISBDs for
both general and nonroman (i.e., Asian and African)materials. The report
was sent to IFLA for review shortly after the ALA Conference.

3. Cataloging rule revisions, and use of ISBD
CCAAM's input on the use of the various ISBDs for nonroman materials, as con
tained in the final report of the CCDA Task Force on the ISBD Five-Year
Review, is summarized as follows:
General area: (1) There will be problems in dealing with bibliographic
records composed of multiple languages or scripts that follow different
conventions (such as English which goes from left to right and Hebrew which
goes from right to left) and solutions will need to be provided for organi
zing such data; and (2) Additional examples will be needed to show how
records in nonroman scripts as well as records In combinations of alphabets
and scripts should be treated.
East Asia area
0.4.3 of both ISBD(G) and ISBD(M): the use of the dash (.-) (this includes
corresponding sections or numbers in other ISBDs where the use of space-dashspace is prescribed)
The dash (-) is easily confused with the Chinese character (-) (the Chinese
numeral, one, which is used also in the Japanese and Korean languages). The
dash is also easily confused with the Japanese long vowel sign (-). One
solution is to replace the dash by a double hyphen ( — ) . 0.7 (Abbreviations)
of ISBD G, M, S and corresponding sections in other ISBDs.
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The three abbreviations, namely, "et a l . , "s.l.", and "s.n." are not suitable
for East Asian materials, and provisions allowing the use of their equivalents
in nonroman scripts should be added in all the ISBDs. (Note: AACR 2 has
allowed the use of nonroman equivalents for all the three abbreviations under,
respectively, 1-LF5. 1.4C6. and 1.4D6. Therefore, in daily cataloging, East
Asian librarians in North America are not having difficulties regarding these.
However, we need to recommend thst in the texts of the ISBDs, such provisions
be added in the same manner as they are added in the AACR 2 ) .
The Hong Kong Library Association studied the ISBDs in 1978 and in December
1979 completed its Recommendations for ISBD on Cataloguing of Chinese
Materials Submitted to IFLA by the Ad Hoc Working Party on ISBD of the Hong
Kong Library Association (For a summary of this document, see CEAL Bulletin
No. 61 (February 1980), pp. 68-71). The East Asian librarians in North
America in principle support these recommendations, are actually drawing
some of the suggested terms (such as the Chinese equivalents for "s.l.",
"s.n.", etc.) for use, and would urge IFLA to give serious consideration to
these recommendations.
2.1.1 (i) of ISBD(M) and relevant sections in other ISBDs: the idea here
is not clear. Is it necessary to mention that the publication is the first
edition if it carries a formal statement indicating it is the first edition?
Most (95%) of the new monographs from China indicate they are first editions.
The recording of this seems to be superfluous.
4.2.2 of ISBD(M) and relevant sections in other ISBDs, in the second para
graph: " . . . but a suitable abbreviation or brief phrase identifying the
person or body may be given in place of the full name". Here should be
added a statement permitting non-roman equivalents to such "suitable abbre
viation or brief phrase" be used for non-roman materials. Examples in as
many non-roman languages as possible should be given under this rule.

II. New terminals for East Asian scripts
The Research Libraries Group (RLG) announced on July 11, 1981 that it had
reached an agreement with the Transtech International Corporation on a con
tract for designing special terminals that will provide entry of Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean characters into RLG's computerized bibliographic systems.
The first phase of the design work was to be completed by the end of August
1981. John Haeger, RLG's Director of Program Coordination, said that after
conclusion of the first phase, RLG would move toward a continuing contract
with Transtech for prototype delivery and regular production.
According to the RLG announcement, the new terminals will be a modified
version of Transtech's Sinoterm, marketed since 1978, and currently used by
the Ministry of National Defense of the Republic of China. Modifications
will include support for an extended character set — Chinese simplified
forms, Japanese kana and kanjl, and Korean hangul — and a larger display
screen, about the size of the terminal screen of the present RLG 90 terminals.
The Sinoterm is built around a Digital Equipment Corporation microcomputer,
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and uses a "component entry" input system, which allows the user to enter
characters by keying In a sequence of their constituent shapes.
For RLG's use. Sinoterm will consist of clusters of from one to four terminals
and a printer, driven by a single microprocessor. As with the terminal
currently used for entering alphanumeric data on RLG's Research Libraries
Information Network (RLIN), the Sinoterm clusters will be connected to the
RLIN computer and data base at Stanford via RLIN's synchronous communi
cations network.
Transtech International Corporation has headquarters In Wellesley, Massa
chusetts, and a sales office in Taipei, Taiwan. It was founded in 1974 by
Dr. Gary Y. Wang, who currently serves as its president.
RLG is committed to provide support for bibliographic records containing
East Asian characters In all RLIN subsystems by mid-1983. The development
project is supported by grants from-the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the
Ford Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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